
Hello Reader,

It’s Slowly Beginning to Feel Like Spring Here on Canada’s Hawaii!

Although rather gray, we have been getting more and more days of milder temperatures. Now that the snow 
has melted, (and we are hoping that there won’t be another dump), many of us with outdoor fitness goals have 
managed to keep up our routines.

I chose to follow the delayed return to school schedule in resuming my blogging. This month I’ve themed the I chose to follow the delayed return to school schedule in resuming my blogging. This month I’ve themed the 
month as Resetting Resolutions, as most of us have the best intentions when beginning our New Years 
Resolution commitment, however, often many of us become distracted or stop pursuing the well-intentioned 
change. Often once we stopped there is a sense of defeat and we don’t return to reinstating our efforts at 
achieving the goal. My choice to take an extra break then get back on the horse was my example of resetting 
my blogging goal.

My blogging began on the 10th with a My blogging began on the 10th with a Reimagine week of reflections. The hope was that readers might just 
need to have a perspective shift to get re-energized to pursue a goal. I featured inspiration I garnered from Kim 
Letson’s travel memoirs, Brene Brown’s Atlas of the Heart and my friends Leslie Bell and Scotty D. Sometimes 
we just need to open our eyes wider to the ideas offered through our reading, films watched, friends and family. 
As stated by the Dear Lord, “Knock and you shall receive!” messages are delivered daily on our doorsteps, we 
just need to look and listen.

Obstacles to AchievementObstacles to Achievement, the week featured reflections on how we often end up allowing our emotions to 
get in the way. This is even tougher for children who do not have the same life experiences as adults. Hence, 
the blogging addressed five emotions that tend to get in the way of children progressing forward, namely, 
feeling misunderstood, feeling oppressed, feeling shy, feeling envy and feeling anxious. Each of the emotions 
was teased out with the sharing of personal stories and resourceful links.

The Pollyanna in me couldn’t resist highlighting the need to focus on the positive during the The Pollyanna in me couldn’t resist highlighting the need to focus on the positive during the Focusing on 
Strengths week. My first headline, “Who wants to hear negative guidance or coaching?” sums up the week. The 
aim for the third week of blogs was to offer stories and resourceful links that would nudge parents, teachers, 
coaches and all leaders to first consider people’s strengths when extending support. Although the main thrust 
of the blog was to support children, the ideas can be applied to anyone.

The Last week riding into February concentrated on The Last week riding into February concentrated on The Strengths of Classic Mental Health Weaknesses. Too 
often, a hindrance to achieving goals is the mental health diagnosis children and adults are given. In particular, 
it is difficult for children as they are at the mercy of the power and influence of adults and adult systems. This 
week was intended to provoke us to think twice before overanalyzing anyone based on a DSM5 label. The 
blogs look at the strengths of four common disorders children are diagnosed in having, namely, dyslexia, OCD, 
ADHD and ODD.

My mission has been to offer parents, teachers, grandparents, coaches and anyone in leadership reflections My mission has been to offer parents, teachers, grandparents, coaches and anyone in leadership reflections 
and resources that will stimulate positive brainstorming and action. As Dan Pink and Malcolm Gladwell state, it 
is so important that we share or socialize our ideas as that is how we can positively move forward as a society.

Love and hugs,

MC Dazzle

Song of the Month

When I taught grade four, we began our day with 
morning stretches to motivating songs. This song 
was often featured. Given that February features 
Family Day, why not have a weekly family dance 
jam to this oldie but goodie! We Are Family!

Sister Sledge - "We Are Family"

Collegial -

adjective

Marked by power or authority vested equally in 
each of a number of colleagues.

"There was an increasing tendency to turn from 
collegial to one-man management."

Cooperative -Cooperative -

adjective

Marked by a willingness and ability to work with 
others.

"Cooperative neighbours."

Collaborate -

verb

To work with another person or group in order to To work with another person or group in order to 
achieve or do something.

"The two companies agreed to collaborate."
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